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MINUTES OF  THE  ABS  CONSULTATION  FORUM
  

3
RD

 MEETING,  18  DECEMBER  2017  

1.	  Welcome  and  adoption of the agenda  

The agenda was adopted as it stood.  

2.	  Revision of the rules of  procedure  

A point  6 was  added  in Article 2 on  the Composition of  the ABS  Consultation Forum  to  

improve the functioning  of  the Forum.  

3.	  Update by the Commission about DECLARE  

EC informed that the  EU-wide  IT tool  (DECLARE)  for  submitting  due  diligence  

declarations  (DDDs)  had  been  made  available  for  the first  checkpoint  (i.e.  at the stage  of  

receiving  research funding). The  tool  is available  since  September 2017. Currently  the 

design for  the  checkpoint is being  adjusted. Once  this is executed, the  tool  will  be  made  
st 

available for the second checkpoint. This   is expected in the  1  quarter of 2018.  

EC reminded that each user of  the system needs to register  in  the system;  registration is 

performed by  the Competent Authority  (CA) in the country  where  the organisation is  

based. The  registration can only  be  made  by  designated CAs.  Consequently, registration  

in the  Member  States which  have  not yet designated their CAs  is not possible.  All the 

information on the designated CAs is available on the Europa website.  

EC pointed out that  the system is fully  operational (no longer in the testing  phase); all  

operations entered in the  system will  remain. Training  has been/is  provided by  the EC to  

the CAs, a nd if a ny training is required  by users, CAs may  consider organising them.  

4. Update  by the  contractor  about the  development of  the  draft guidance  

documents for upstream users  

	 

The  contractor presented  the state  of  play  on the development of  two additional guidance  

documents for  upstream users: collection holders and public  research. These  documents  

complement the seven  sectorial  drafts  and similarly  to previous  process were  developed  

with the help of  guidance  drafting  groups. Collection holders  are  well  aware  of  the ABS  

Regulation and motivated to comply. Public  research  is carried out by  many  large  

consortia in the public  sector and many  private/public partnerships.  A  typical role  of  

public  research is accessing  genetic  resources and performing  fundamental research.  

Many  claimed that fundamental research should  be  out of  scope  of  the  Regulation  and 

exempted from any  obligations  (or  alternatively  treated according  to Article 8 NP).  In  

summary: both  actors  are upstream in the R&D chain, their attitude and knowledge of the  

ABS  Regulation strongly  differs. Several new unresolved issues were  identified (i.e. 



status of  laboratory  strains, phylogenetic  research, traditional knowledge  associated with  

genetic resources, and the intentionality of access).  

A short discussion followed. The  Microbial Biobanks Group's raised concern related  to  

the liability  of  collections when they  provide  material for  further use.  EC explained that  

liability  is not covered by  the EU ABS  Regulation; however  with regard to the example  

quoted EC  representative  failed to see  how a  collection could supply  material without  

knowing the conditions  of its use.  

5.  Update by the Commission about ongoing discussions on  unresolved issues  

EC reported  about the  discussions on unresolved  issues with the Member States’ experts 

in  the course  of  2017. For  many  issues solutions were  found, for  others the process  is 

advanced. There  is also an issue  (large  scale screening) where  no common ground  could 

have been found between the Member States’ experts. EC presented  the summary:   

Solutions  were found for the following issues:  

 Subcontractors  - not considered  as users in the meaning  of  the EU ABS  Regulation  

under certain conditions  (activities performed as listed in  the service  agreement;  

return or destroy  material at  the  end  of  service;  service  provider not granted right  

over the material;  the material cannot  be  transferred etc.), as proposed in the draft  

guidance document  for biotechnology.  

	  Human  biomes and  zoonotic diseases induced  by human-originating viruses  - are  

not human DNA;  similarly  to other  pathogens  which reside on humans, animals or  

plants, they  are  considered to fall within the scope  of the Protocol and the Regulation.  

 	 Routine  modifications and  tests  (in the pharmaceuticals draft): the  fact that  an  

activity  is  routine does  not  amount  to exclusion from  the scope of the Regulation;  in short, if 
the activity  is leading  to new  knowledge and  contributes  to product  development,  it  is within  

the scope.  

	  Clinical trials III and  IV  - similar interpretation applies as for  other marketing 

trials;  when as a  result  of these  tests the product is modified (and further  utilisation  

takes place), such tests fall  within the scope  of  the Regulation. If the tests only  

confirm already established facts, such tests are out of the  scope.  

	  End  of  utilisation  (in the  biotechnology  draft)  and the  issue  of  time of  keeping  the  

documentation relevant to  utilisation:  when different applications of  the same product 

are  developed based on the same genetic  resource  (accessed once), with some time  

difference  in between, the  documents would need  to be  kept for  20 additional years 

after the  second  (or  next)  application of  the product,  since  the Regulation refers to  

keeping of documents relevant to utilisation.  

	 

Solutions  are  emerging for the following issues:  

 On commercial  varieties, a  broad agreement exists but needs to be  fine-tuned:  EU  

ABS  Regulation  applies  if the Nagoya  material  in scope  of  the  Regulation  has been  

used for  the development of  a  variety, but no duties apply  beyond the first  

commercialisation  of  such a  variety. The  interpretation  applies to all  commercial  

varieties introduced into the EU market (so not only the ones with DUS tests).  
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	  A fruitful discussion with Member States’ experts took place  with regard to 

thresholds  in animal breeding. For  livestock  there  is a  common understanding  that 

there  will  be  no duties beyond the first  commercialisation (i.e. putting  on the market).  

For  animals  taken from the wild, a  cut of  point  inspired by  CITES was considered.  

The  line  agreed needs to  be  transferred into a  working  document for Member States’  

comments.  

	  “Pure”  taxonomy  considered to be  out of scope.  

No firm  solution has so far been  found  for the following issues:  

	  Derivatives:  

o	  the issue  of  continuum: general support but some concerns about  the  

interpretation;   

o	  chemical modification  of derivatives: need to develop some criteria.  

Deadlock:  

	  Large Scale Screening:  no agreement on the issue; some Member States in favour of  

pragmatic approach; others believe that there are  no grounds for exclusion.  

If no solution can be found, no guidance  will be  provided.  

Q&A  session:  

ESA asked about a  situation when  an  UPOV variety  is accessed in a  non-EU country.  

EC informed that DG  ENV  is drafting  a  note to EC Legal Service  concerning 

interpretation on varieties covered by  UPOV  and explained that the exclusion of  such 

varieties could only be based on legal arguments.  

ESA asked also what users are  expected to do if there  is no guidance  on large  scale  

screening. EC explained that the responsibility  for  implementing  the  EU  ABS  Regulation  

lies with the CAs  of the Member States. Guidance is useful but  not compulsory.  

EFPIA was concerned  that the interpretation  given  for the human  biome  is in 

contradiction to the  one  given  in the horizontal guidance  document  (intentionality  part). 

EC explained that the horizontal guidance  document still  applies and if the  human biome  

were  accessed unintentionally, it  would be  outside  of  the scope. Similarly, if the human 

biome were  used as a tool, it would be  outside  of  the scope.   

Arche  Noah  pointed out to the importance  of  DUS  tests  for  the  commercial varieties  and  

raised concerns about varieties that have  not been submitted to such  tests. In  particular,  

they  were  worried  how  the  plant breeder would know if a  DDD is required  if no  DUS  

tests were  required. EC  confirmed that  the exclusion  from scope  applies  to all  

commercial varieties, not only  those subject to DUS  requirements  and stressed that  the  

duty to submit DDD applies regardless of DUS tests.  
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 Animal breeding  (Bert Visser, Wageningen University  on behalf of  Michele Boichard, 

INRA):  

  

        

     

 

6.  Presentation on large scale screening from various sectors  

The different sectors presented their experience with large scale screening  .  

Research  (Katleen Janssen, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven):  

KU Leuven has many different types and domains of research, hence the exact set-up of 

the screening process may differ for any specific research. In addition, genetic resources 

may come from different resources, such as collections, other research institutions or 

companies, or in-situ collection by researchers. However, each screening process has the 

same general steps: it starts with the identification of the presence of one trait in multiple 

samples (sometimes up to 100.000). Based on this yes/no answer, the second step is to 

select potential hits, on which in a third step the actual research is performed. The first 

screening phase generates no benefit, as this merely identifies the presence or absence of 

a trait. It is difficult to define a cut-off point between small scale screening and large 

scale screening, the process remains comparable. 

Collections  (Chris Lyal, Natural History Museum  London):  

“Large scale screening” may cover different activities in taxonomic studies. It does not 

necessarily involve looking at the properties of genes. Three examples were given: (i) for 

revisionary study involving DNA sequences using preserved specimens in collections, 

they may need to look at many animal or plant specimens (such as beetles) to find one 

with non-denatured DNA; (ii) using environmental DNA to determine the presence or 

absence of endangered or invasive species; DNA for all species present will be read; (iii) 

using DNA barcodes to establish diversity of species in an area (example in presentation 

was reptiles in Madagascar). If these activities were to be in the scope of the Regulation, 

it could lead to hundreds of declarations. Some collections and researcher are already 

limiting the countries they collect samples from because of complex ABS regulations. 

Pharmaceutical  (Axel Braun, Roche):  

The drug discovery process normally takes more than 10 years but R&D only starts when 

hits are defined after a first screening. Screening is highly automated in the 

pharmaceutical sector. There are two different types of screening: (1) chemical 

compounds are screened with a defined genetic resource (GR) as a tool and (2) GR, 

extracts of, or compounds from GR to identify a new disease-targeted active compound. 

Most often the material to be screened has been obtained from third parties through one 

or several intermediaries. Target-based assays for specific diseases or cell-based or 

mechanistic assays can be used for screening. Compound or extract based collections in

house can have about 3 million samples. Focused sets for screening can contain up to 10 

thousands. 

Some examples were presented: 

- the genotyping of a large set of pigs showed the distribution of important genetic 

clusters related to domestication, and that many have a European origin. The genes of 

domesticated pigs are different in Asia and Europe; 
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- sequencing  of  a  limited set of  chicken with samples coming  from all  over the world;  the 

analysis  of mitochondrial DNA  and autosomal sequences revealed an old crossbreeding 

event between a wild species and domestic chickens in the zoological parks;  

- a  lethal mutation in cattle with material coming  from all  continents. The  objective  was 

to see which genes have  a negative impact on the  survival of cattle.  

In conclusion, for the animal breeding  research, it is very  important to have  access to a  

large set of biological samples.  

Biotechnology  and Food and feed  (Markus Wyss, DSM):  

The  purpose  of  screening  is to find the ‘needles in a  haystack’, i.e., the (very) few  

candidates which have  a  pre-defined property  of  interest. By  analogy, screening  sorts out  

the vast majority  (95  to >99%)  of candidates which do not have  the  property  of interest,  

which are  not further  pursued, and  for  which there  is, thus, no benefit to share.  In the  

presentation, an outline of  several screening  projects published in peer-reviewed journals  

is provided. In  addition, two hypothetical scenarios are  discussed,  emphasizing  how  

much of  a  difference  it  makes to industry  whether  screening  is in scope  or  out of  scope  of  

ABS  and/or compliance  obligations. It needs to  be  stressed that in these  scenarios, all  

genetic  resources are  accessed  in full legal compliance. However,  because  (i)  the  

screening  may  be  directed at a  new utilization; (ii) an increasing  number of  provider 

countries introduce  retroactive  ABS  obligations, and (iii) use in a  commercial context  

may  not be  covered by  the PIC  and MAT terms linked to genetic  resources accessed  

initially  by  academia, but then transferred to  industry, an undue  burden of  negotiations  

and paperwork  would be  required before  starting any  screening work,  should screening  

be  considered to be  in scope  of  ABS  and/or compliance  obligations;  and most  of  that 

undue  burden  would be  for  genetic  resources which quickly  turn out to be  of  no value  for  

the intended use.  

Plant breeding  (Szonja Csörgõ, ESA):  

The  presentation started with a  scheme on the plant breeding  process. This scheme was 

shown for  the purpose  of  illustrating  the plant breeding  process and to point  out  that in  

this process a  sort of  large  scale screening  may  actually  take  place  before  the beginning 

of  the plant breeding  process, i.e. before  the first step, which is called “selection of  plant 

material” in  the scheme. This type  of large  scale screening is aimed  at identifying 

material with characteristics that are  useful for breeding. Besides this, large  scale  

screening  in plant breeding  is also used in activities to characterise  and  evaluate  GRs  

(with the aim  of  upgrading  the value of  GRS  and  making  more  information available on 

them)  and in  activities to broaden the  genetic  basis  of  crops (identifying  material with 

specific characteristics for  crossing  with elite material) to be  able to offer  a  wider range  

of products supporting biodiversity. In the presentation several examples have been given  

on the different types of  activities where  large  scale screening  is used and it  was 

emphasized that these  projects may  start with very  high number  of accessions but the 

number  of  accessions that in the end  are  used in  crossing  and result  in benefits is very  

limited.  

The  presentation then explained that large  scale screening  activities are  beneficial for the  

whole  PGR community  and therefore  it  is important that these  activities can continue  

without  being hindered, in particular,  for  use  by  the public  sector as well  as the  smaller  

companies of  the private sector.  Such benefits include  collaboration with partners,  

including  the public  sector; sharing  information generated through the screening  with the 
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wider community  (while  99% of  screened material is not used  in breeding).  As potential 

negative  impacts of  the obligation to include  large  scale screening  in the scope  of  the  

Regulation the presentation mentioned the complexity  to obtain PIC  and MAT; the 

burden of  submitting the  DDD as  well  as  the risk  that none  or  fewer of such large  scale  

screening  projects will  take  place  and thus also less GRs will in  the end be  used in plant  

breeding. 

Bio-control  (Johannette Klapwijk, Koppert)  

They  are  working  mainly  with invertebrates and  micro-organisms, looking  for natural 

enemies from nature  for their effectiveness on target  pests. Micro-organisms come from 

in-situ and ex-situ  collections, invertebrates only  from in-situ. In biocontrol, there  is  

hardly  any  investigation of the genetic  composition and no new genetic  data is generated.  

Cosmetic sector  (Virginie d’Enfert, FEBEA)  

Large  scale screening  is a  quick test to confirm characteristic  or  eliminate  molecules that  

are  not interesting. Several hundreds of  molecules can be  tested and only  5 to 10 

preselected. The  screening  is based on few criteria  and the sourcing  can  be  very  large.  

The  process of  transformation and evaluation can then start. Conclusion:  it  is clear that  

the rules of  the  provider countries needs  to be  followed and respected but rigid 

interpretation would lead to processing  of  thousands of  PICs by  the authorities for  

nothing, as the GR will not be used.  

Bruno David (Pierre  Fabre) made  an additional presentation on the concrete large  scale  

screening  process  in the pharmaceutical and  cosmetics sector to identify  active  

substances  on different enzymatic or  phenotypic (cellular) models. This research has  

been processed for many  years without  any  positive  results and had to  be  stopped in his  

Company).   

Q&A  session:  

EC commented on the  alleged need to submit  multiple  due  diligence  declarations;  under  

the EU ABS  Regulation the declarations have  to be  submitted prior to  commercialisation 

and also at the stage  of  research  funding; the duty  to submit  due  diligence  declaration 

would not apply to each screening  activity  thus, even when interpreted to be in scope.  

It was generally  agreed  that screening  generates information, but the  value of  the  

information is rather  limited. In this context, FEBEA stressed that cosmetic testing  is  

most  typically  done  against  one  single criterion (i.e.  solubility); in principle in their view  

such knowledge  was of no value to the provider  countries.  

ABS  Capacity  Development Initiative stressed that if no research is done  on genetic  

composition of  genetic  resource  then the activity  would not  be  in scope  of the  Protocol/  

Regulation;  it  was also pointed out that the screening  takes place  at the  beginning  of  the 

value chain  and submitting due diligence declarations concerns only later stages.  

EC reiterated that submitting  a  DDD is not the  only  requirement under  the  EU  ABS  

Regulation; most  importantly  the users need  to exercise due  diligence  and  this obligation  

is applicable to all the value chain.   
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Some discussion followed on how to define  where  screening  starts and where  it  stops  

(using  quantity  is not a  good point  of  reference  to define  screening; however primary  

screening can  still  deliver a  large  number  of  false  results). At  the stage  of  discovery  all  

samples have  potential value (but not yet real value). Some stakeholders indicated that 

more  attention should be  given to the type  of  activity  undertaken: if genetic  resources are  

only  presented  (in the screening  process), it  could be  seen as description under the  

horizontal guidance  document; however once  you start looking  into properties of  the  

genetic  resource,  then the utilisation starts. Animal Health  Europe  suggested that when 

molecules are  seen as mass –  and answers are  given only  to binary  question (yes-no)  

concerning certain characteristics, this should not be  seen as utilisation; however  once  

you start looking  at individual genetic  resources, you are  in scope. Arche  Noah suggested  

that focus should be  on the  result; there  is a  difference  when  binary  questions are  asked 

or  when research questions are  asked; the context of  the study  is very  different  then. Bert  

Visser  (consultant) suggested that samples which showed positive  hits after large  scale  

screening  should be  considered within the scope  are  those that showing  negative  results,  

should be considered out of scope. 

7.  Derivatives - chemical modification  and notion of continuum  

Chemical modification  of derivatives:  

The  Consultation Forum decided to set up a  small  group to develop criteria  concerning 

chemical modification of  derivatives. In principle  the group is  asked to work on  

examples that will  help assessing  when chemical  modification  of  derivative  is  of  the  kind  

that such derivative  still  remains  in the  scope  of  the  Regulation, and  when  the  derivative  

subject to such modification  falls  out of its scope.  

On the related topic, Bruno David (Pierre  Fabre)  presented the  Tanimoto index  for  

quantification of  chemical similarities. A 0.95 similarity  was seen as  already  very  far  

from the original molecule. It was noted  however that  the  index  relies only  on the  

chemical structure  and does not  consider  the properties of  a  molecule.  If the  compound is  

changed  very  slightly, its properties  can  differ.  Such index  also does not inform about  

functional aspects. It was concluded that the task to measure  biological  and chemical 

characteristics at the same time is a challenging one.  

The  following  organisations volunteered to be  part of  the small  group working  on the  

criteria: EFPIA, EuropaBio, AESGP, IFRA/UNITIS, WFCC, Animal Health.  

Derivatives - notion of continuum:  

There  was a  general feeling  that more  guidance  is needed on  the issue  of  derivatives. In  

this context ICC  sent  a  proposal developed together  by  representatives of  various sectors  

(distributed prior to the meeting)  about the way  to address the issue. EuropaBio gave  a  

presentation on the topic. In short, it  was  claimed that there  needs to be  a  relation  

between the genetic  resource  and the  derivative.  The  concept of  “combined access”  

requires an ascertainable  level of  continuity  between the R&D activities conducted on a  

derivative  and the generation of  the derivative  from the genetic  resource.  Such continuity  

is expected to exist  in  case: the  R&D activities conducted on a  derivative  form part of  a  

research project covering  the  genetic  resource  and including  the generation of  the  

derivative; a  user has  generated  the  derivative  or  commissioned a  third party  to produce  

the derivative  in a  research collaboration or  as  a  specific service  (e.g. under a  service  

agreement); the  derivative  is acquired from a  third party  together with PIC  and MAT  

conditions that cover R&D activities on the derivative. Such continuity  would not be  
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expected to exist  in case: the  derivative  is acquired from a  third party  as a  product  

available on the market and it  is transferred without  PIC  and MAT conditions that cover  

R&D activities on the derivative.   

Q& A session:  

Arche  Noah stressed that such approach may  lead to salami slicing  of  the legislation; it  

was pointed out that even if  the derivatives are  not explicitly  addressed in the Protocol, 

this  does not mean that the scope of application  of the Protocol  must be narrower.  

DE pointed out to a  situation where  derivative  is  accessed  as commodity  and where  the  

legislation of  a  provider  country  might require  obtaining  PIC  and MAT; would such 

situation be  covered by  the  interpretation  as proposed  by  the industry?   EC  pointed out  

that the interpretation of  derivatives from the horizontal guidance  document still  applies. 

Thus even if provider  countries require  PIC/MAT for  derivatives as commodities, such 

access –  if not  combined  with access with genetic  resources would not be  in the scope  of  

the Regulation.  

EC raised a  question whether  the explicit  requirement to transfer PIC  and MAT by  an  

earlier  actor in the value  chain (in  order for  the other  actor in the  value chain to be  in  

scope) would not create  a  loophole.  Industry  representatives  claimed  that they  check  

whether  PIC  and MAT are  required when they  access derivatives, however in their view  

this check  should not  be  required  under the Regulation:  often derivatives are  access in 

such a  form  that it is no  longer  clear  that they  originate  from  a  genetic  resource.  It would  

be  thus incredibly  burdensome  to require  that with access of  each  derivative  the presence  

or  absence  of  PIC/MAT is checked. On the other  hand actors in the value  chain want to  

have  trustworthy  supply  chain, and hence  the risk that PIC  and MAT would not be  

passed further if required so by the provider country  was seen as very low.  

8.	  Update  by the Commission  about development of  sectorial  guidance  

documents: approach and  way forward  

The  way  forward on the draft guidance  documents was discussed. EC  suggested that,  

given many  common elements in the various sectorial guidance  documents as well  as 

similar challenges,  it  might be  better  to prepare  one  additional document (or  two  

additional  documents –  then for  upstream  users  and downstream  users),  and potentially  

revise the horizontal document with respect to issues where  the interpretation needs to be  

adjusted (taxonomy) or  where  further clarification is needed (derivatives) rather  than  

prepare  9 different documents. Chapters with examples are  sometimes repetitive  across 

the different sectors.  There  is limited value  in having documents with all the examples 

and the time needed for  adoption of  9 different  documents would  also be  significant.  

Preparing  instead  one  or  two documents concentrated on  the main issues  (and revising 

the horizontal guidance)  would speed up the process of  adoption  could then be  more  

likely  in 2018.  

8. 	 A.O.B.  

The  next meetings of  the ABS  Consultation Forum will  be  organised in the first semester  

of  2018.  Many  stakeholders raised concerns about low level of  presence  of  the Member  

States’ representatives in the Forum.  

°°0°°  
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